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ABSTRACT

A wireless sensor network is a network of distributed nodes each equipped with its own sensors, computational resources and transceivers. These sensors are designed to be able to sense specific phenomenon over a large geographic area and communicate this information to the user. Most sensor networks are designed to be stand-alone systems that can operate without user intervention for long periods of time. While the use of wireless sensor networks have been demonstrated in various military and commercial applications, their full potential has not been realized primarily due to the lack of efficient methods to self organize and cover the entire area of interest.

Techniques currently available focus solely on homogenous wireless sensor networks either in terms of static networks or mobile networks and suffers from device specific inadequacies such as lack of coverage, power and fault tolerance. Failing nodes result in coverage loss and breakage in communication connectivity and hence there is a pressing need for a fault tolerant system to allow replacing of the failed nodes. In this dissertation, a unique hybrid sensor network is demonstrated that includes a host of mobile sensor platforms. It is shown that the coverage area of the static sensor network can be improved by self-organizing the mobile sensor platforms to allow interaction with the static sensor nodes and thereby increase the coverage area. The performance of the hybrid sensor network is analyzed for a set of N mobile sensors to determine and optimize parameters such as the position of the mobile nodes for maximum coverage of the
sensing area without loss of signal between the mobile sensors, static nodes and the central control station.

A novel approach to tracking dynamic targets is also presented. Unlike other tracking methods that are based on computationally complex methods, the strategy adopted in this work is based on a computationally simple but effective technique of received signal strength indicator measurements. The algorithms developed in this dissertation are based on a number of reasonable assumptions that are easily verified in a densely distributed sensor network and require simple computations that efficiently tracks the target in the sensor field. False alarm rate, probability of detection and latency are computed and compared with other published techniques. The performance analysis of the tracking system is done on an experimental testbed and also through simulation and the improvement in accuracy over other methods is demonstrated.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

A wireless sensor network can be defined as a group of spatially distributed sensors wirelessly linked by a RF connection. These distributed sensors collectively gather sensory information such as light, temperature, pressure etc., which is then transmitted through the wireless link to a base or data collection station that processes the raw sensory data and gathers the desired information about the environment. With the recent development of micro-electro-mechanical (MEMS) devices, sensors have become ubiquitous in various fields for sensing and tracking. An advantage of sensors is that they can be deployed in inhospitable terrain, e.g. by randomly dropping them from an aircraft. On the other hand, this random deployment means that the sensors should be capable of organizing themselves into a wireless network in order to collect and transmit the data to a base station for information gathering. One of the primary constraints of sensor nodes is the need for low power consumption. Sensor nodes should be functional for many months if not years and must be capable of switching to power saving mode when not needed. All these requirements make sensor network technology a very interesting area for research and development.

Sensor Network Applications

Primarily developed for the military as a surveillance tool, wireless sensor networks have now proliferated to civilian applications such as environment and habitat monitoring, healthcare applications, home automation, and traffic control.
Military Applications

Sensor networks are integral part of the Command, Control, Communication, Computers and Intelligence systems (C4I). The rapid deployment, self organizing and fault tolerance capabilities make them an ideal candidate for many applications. Some of the major military applications for sensors include monitoring friendly or enemy forces, ammunition movement, tracking intruders, and reconnaissance in hostile terrain. Sensors can be attached to each entity in a battlefield and can be tracked for logistics and planning. In chemical and biological warfare, sensors can be used to detect changes in the chemical balance of the air and therefore set off alarms on a possible attack. One of the primary applications of sensors in military scenarios is for setting up virtual fences that can detect an intruder trespassing through a protected zone with hostile intent.

Environmental Applications

Environmental applications of sensor networks include tracking wild animals, livestock, growth of crops, planetary exploration, under water mapping, forest fire detection and various other applications. The sensor system will need to be tailored to the need of the specific application. For example, for monitoring crop growth the primary requirement would be to report on the growth pattern, therefore the sensor can operate in “sleep mode” for a majority of the time [1].

Health Application

Sensor networks can be used to provide tele-monitoring capabilities for keeping track of patients’ movements in hospitals and nursing homes. They can also be used to send reminders to patients for taking medication and for detecting vital signs such as heart rate, etc [2].
Factors influencing Sensor Network Design

Some of the challenges that need to be addressed in wireless sensor networks include the number of sensors needed to monitor a given area, size of the networks, fault tolerance, battery life, data collection and transmission methods, post processing, user display and decision making using the gathered data.

Fault Tolerance

Sensor nodes are very small and fragile devices that often fail due to physical damage or power loss. However the sensor network formed by the nodes themselves should be resilient enough to continue the data gathering and perform the required functionalities without interruption. Previous research in the area of sensor node reliability has estimated that the probability of sensor node not failing is given by the relation

\[ R_k(t) = \exp(-\lambda_k t) \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where \( \lambda_k \) is the failure rate of the sensor node \( k \) and \( t \) the time period [3]. Sensor network systems should be designed keeping this fault tolerance ratio in mind.

Scalability

The number of sensors deployed for studying a phenomenon is very dependant on the need and area to be sensed. High density sensor nodes can have high rate of failures without losing information. In other cases the sensors can be widely spaced apart to avoid detection or if the sensors have large ranges. The sensor density can be determined as

\[ \mu(R) = \frac{(N\pi R^2)}{A} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)
where $N$ is the number of scattered nodes; $R$ is the range and $\mu(R)$ gives the number of nodes within the transmission radius of each node in given region $A$ [3].

Production Costs

Since sensor networks typically consist of a large number of individual sensors the costs of each sensor node should be low. The cost of each node increases based on the functionality available on it such as transceivers, range of operation and the underlying hardware.

Hardware Constraints

A sensor node is made up of four basic components i). a sensing unit, ii). a processing unit, iii). a transceiver unit and iv). a power unit. The sensing unit usually consists of the sensor and an analog-to-digital convertor; the sensing data is converted to digital data and sent to the processing unit. This processing unit hosts the software responsible for connecting the sensor node to other nodes on the network. The transceiver unit contains the RF hardware module that wirelessly connects the node to the sensor network and finally, the power unit supplies power to all the other units. Figure 1 shows the various components of a sensor node in detail.
Transmission Media

Most of the current sensor networks operate in the unlicensed Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM) band at 2.4 GHz. Although the ISM band is open for all electronics and modulation schemes, there are transmission power constraints and interference levels to adhere to. Some sensor systems like the Berkeley Mica mote devices use the 433 ISM band or the 915 MHz band. Of the three units in a sensor system the transceiver unit consumes the most power. There has been considerable research done on calculating the power consumption in sensor nodes. The standard formulation for radio power consumption in a sensor node given by

\[ P_c = N_T [P_T (T_{on} + T_{st}) + P_{out} (T_{on})] + N_R [P_R (R_{on} + R_{st})] \]  

(3)

Where \( P_T \) is the power consumed by the transmitter, \( P_R \) is the power consumed by the receiver, \( P_{out} \) is the output power of the transmitter, \( T_{st} \) and \( R_{st} \) is the start-up time, \( T_{on} \) and \( R_{on} \) is the number of time the transmitter and receiver are switched on per unit time [4].
Data Processing

The energy spent on processing data is considerably smaller than for data communication. Current sensor technology is based on CMOS devices that switch between different modes to process the data. Using adaptive power schemes the power drawn by these devices can be controlled to the minimum required for processing the data. A simple expression has been formulated to estimate the power consumed in a sensor and is given by [5]

$$ P_{p} = CV_{dd}^{2}f + V_{dd}I_{o}f \frac{V_{dd}}{nV_{T}} $$

where $C$ is the switching capacitance, $V_{dd}$ voltage swing and $f$ is the frequency. The second term indicates the power loss due to leaky currents with $I_{o}$ the current and $V_{T}$ the threshold voltage.

Sensor Network Communication Architecture

Sensor nodes are usually scattered in a sensor field and each of the nodes has the capability to collect and route information to a central base station. All sensor nodes use the same network protocol stack for communication through the wireless medium. The protocol stack consists of the application layer, transport layer, network layer, data link layer, physical layer, power management plane, mobility management plane and task management plane. Figure 2 below shows the sensor network communication architecture and the different layers in the system.
Figure 2: Sensor network communication architecture

Depending on the tasks different kinds of applications can be built on the application layer; the transport layer helps maintain the data flow; the network layer does the routing of the packets in the network; the data link layer makes the connection from one sensor node to the other and checks for errors and finally the physical layer is used for the modulation and transmitting the data. All these different layers are controlled by the management layers during the working of the sensor. The power management plane regulates the power supply to the different operations such that only the minimum power is utilized. The mobility management plane keeps track of the nearest neighboring sensor nodes and the basic topography of the sensor network. The management plane regulates the tasks the sensor is programmed to perform.
**Static Sensor Network**

Wireless sensor networks are expected to be extensively utilized in the future since they can greatly enhance our capability of monitoring and controlling the physical environment. Data collection and efficient routing are the primary operations of a sensor network. In most sensor networks the sensor nodes are static and have no mobility. They are placed in their location by some form of disposal method in either a random distribution or in a specific pattern to cover the entire region of interest. However if the environment is a hostile terrain or a disaster area deploying the static sensors cannot be done manually and they might have to be air-dropped from high altitudes. As a result the static sensor nodes are prone to failure due to mechanical defects and loss of power.

**Mobile Sensor Networks**

In a mobile sensor network each node is mobile with capability to move to a certain location on the sensor web as needed. The sensor nodes are normally mobile robots that have sensing, computation and communication capabilities. Using mobile nodes the sensor network coverage area of a static sensor network can be maximized. Mobile nodes can be unmanned ground vehicles (UGVs) that can be equipped with sensors such as wireless cameras, inertial sensors etc enabling the monitoring of the coverage area in a variety of ways. The ability of actively changing location can be used to mitigate/solve many of the problems of static sensor networks and for the optimal placing of a sensor for monitoring. The movement of the sensor nodes in wireless sensor networks is termed as “controlled mobility”. This type of mobile sensor is
different from traditional mobility that is associated with Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANET) in which the mobility is assumed and not predictable. In mobile sensor networks the movement of the nodes is user-controlled to achieve a goal or perform specific tasks. Mobile sensor networks can solve many fundamental problems associated with static networks. A few of them are described here:

Deployment
The mobile sensor nodes can be relocated at optimal locations for continuous monitoring of the environment. They can also align themselves such that the deployment is optimal to monitor the events under consideration.

Network Repair
One of the major problems with static networks is the lack of connectivity due to node failures. Having even a few mobile nodes in the network can solve the issue by relocating a node to an area where there is loss of network connectivity.

Energy Harvesting
There has been considerable interest in the area of finding renewable energy sources for powering the individual sensor nodes. Energy sources such as solar power, vibration and heat are being combined to supply the sensors with small amount of electricity to power them over long periods of time [6]. This is of particular interest for mobile sensors such that they can power themselves to move to a specific location.
Localization

Localization is a major research area in distributed robotics and network systems and many algorithms such as ‘Simultaneous Localization & Mapping’ (SLAM) [7] have been developed for static networks. It is possible to apply some of these algorithms to mobile sensor nodes.

Sensor Devices

There are many sensor devices that are being marketed for various applications in the military and civilian field. Some of the qualities of a sensor node include ease of installation, durability, large mean-time before failure and small size. A typical sensor node consists of a sensing device along with a RF trans-receiver to send or receive data from other nodes or the base station. Table 1 shows the different types of sensors and parameters that they measure.

Table 1: Types of sensors and their sensing modalities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measured Quantity</th>
<th>Principle Technique</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical properties</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure</td>
<td>Capacitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humidity</td>
<td>Resistive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motion properties</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position</td>
<td>GPS, contact sensor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Velocity</td>
<td>Optical Encoder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contact/proximity</td>
<td>Hall effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vibration</td>
<td>Ultrasound</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Mica Mote Sensors

The Crossbow mote sensors are one of the most popular sensor devices currently in the market. The operating frequency is at either 433 MHz or 916MHz with a data rate of 40 Kbits/sec with a range of 30 ft to 100 ft. Each node has a low power microcontroller processor with speed of 4MHz, a flash memory with 128 Kbytes, and SRAM and EEPROM of 4K bytes each. The operating system is Tiny-OS, a tiny micro-threading distributed operating system developed by UC Berkeley, with a NES-C (Nested C) source code language. The mote sensors are equipped with sensors for measuring light, temperature, pressure and humidity levels in the environment. Figure 3 shows a Mica2 Mote sensor with the various sensing modules.

![Mica mote sensor with different sensing capabilities](image)

Ultra Wide Band Sensor

An ultra wideband signal is an electromagnetic signal with a fractional bandwidth of greater than 0.25 with respect to the center frequency. Most narrowband systems carry information, also
called the baseband signal, as a modulation of a much higher carrier frequency signal. The important distinction is that the UWB wave form combines the carrier and baseband signal. Ultra wideband is also sometimes referred to as impulse or carrier-free transmission with large relative bandwidth. There is a distinct difference between spread spectrum and ultra wideband systems. Spread spectrum systems have a transmitted signal that is spread over a frequency band much wider than the minimum bandwidth required to transmit the information being sent [9]. A spread spectrum system takes a baseband signal with a bandwidth of only a few kilohertz and distributes it over a larger bandwidth but in the case of UWB systems the transmitters emit ultra-short monocycle wavelets with tightly controlled pulse-to-pulse intervals. The wavelet pulse widths are between 0.2 and 1.5 nanoseconds, corresponding to center frequencies between 5 GHz and 600 MHz, and pulse-to-pulse intervals of between 25 and 1000 nanoseconds. The systems typically use pulse position modulation. The pulse-to-pulse interval is varied on a pulse-by-pulse basis in accordance with two components: an information signal and a channel code. The TM-UWB receiver directly converts the received RF signal into a baseband digital or analog output signal. Typical data rate at distances of 10 meters is 9.6 Mbps. Figure 4 shows UWB devices that operate at 2.4 GHz frequency.
Inertial Measurement Units

Inertial Measurement Units (IMUs) are capable of measuring acceleration in all three planes of motion and is a very useful for calculating direction of motion and speed of a node. While operating over the full 360 degrees of angular motion the IMUs provide orientation in matrix and quaternion formats. Figure 5 shows a MicroStrain 3DM-G device that is used for measuring different parameters.

The IMU incorporates:

3 accelerometer sensors to measure the acceleration on the X-Y-Z plane;
3 magnetometer sensors to measure magnetic fields;
3 rate inclinometer sensors to measure the rotation about their sensitive axis;
A temperature sensor
Figure 5: Inertial Measurement Unit

**Sensor Fusion**

Acquiring complete or adequate information about a target by a single sensor in a highly cluttered environment is a difficult task. On the other hand if multiple sensors are used to locate and track a target there is a higher probability of sensing, locating and discriminating the target. In a multi-sensor fusion system individual data from each sensor is processed to form an opinion on the target and information from the individual sensors is combined to form an aggregated situational awareness of the target location. This is known as decision fusion. The disadvantage with decision fusion is that the individual decisions at the sensors nodes are made from limited available information. Unlike the decision fusion system, a data fusion system involves combining and integrating sensor data from multiple sources to form a comprehensive view of the target location.
In this dissertation we address the issue of sensor coverage using a hybrid static-mobile sensor network. Using a novel tracking methodology we demonstrate the feasibility of using static sensors integrated with mobile sensor nodes to accurately track dynamic targets over a large period of time. Some of the major challenges addressed in this research include integrating data
from static and mobile sensors, developing tracking algorithms that can process and track targets in near-real time and displaying the dynamic data on a graphical user interface.

The dissertation is organized as follows. The literature review of related works is presented in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3, the design methodology for integrating the mobile and static networks and the tracking algorithm is presented. Chapter 4 gives the highlights of the evaluation and a comparison with other tracking algorithms. Chapter 5 presents the conclusions of the dissertation.
CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW

There are many challenges in deploying wireless sensor networks in a static configuration such as the range of each node, area of coverage, battery life and data collection schemes. Since static sensor networks have been well established over many years for target detection and tracking, current research over the last few years has focused on improving the features of the sensor networks by using new sensor deployment methods, improved signal processing techniques and data fusion methods. Sensor deployment strategy based on path exposure as a measure of the goodness of a deployment was presented as an approach in [10]. It illustrated that the cost of deployment can be minimized by appropriately choosing the number of sensors deployed in each step to achieve the desired detection performance.

Some researchers have considered two approaches to detect the presence of a target: Value fusion and decision fusion. In value fusion a master sensor node gather the received signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) values from all the sensor nodes and compares it to a threshold to determine the presence of an intruder while in decision fusion each individual node does the comparison function. The simulation scheme associated a cost function to the number of sensor deployed for a given area of sensor field and an algorithm was used to minimize the cost function.

Mica2 sensors have been used as wearable badges to track movement of people in an indoor environment. In [11] a static sensor network consisting of Mica2 motes was placed inside a building and used to track entities. Issues such as battery life, multi-path fading and ad-hoc management issues were addressed in this research. In [12] received signal strength indicator
measurement was proposed as a very practical approach to localization of nodes. This method did not require prior information on the location of the nodes.

Dan Li et al have outlined a framework for collaborative signal processing for multiple target detection and classification in a distributed sensor network [13]. Their research highlights some of the key steps involved in tracking intruders such as event detection, target classification, and estimation and prediction of target location. They developed algorithms with emphasis on classification and experimented with real data which provided useful insights into the problems and issues with target tracking in a wireless distributed sensor network.

There has also been considerable research focused on using mobile nodes as sensor networks. While some of the papers have analyzed mobile sensor deployment strategy other researchers have tried to addresses network issues such as congestion, throughput and delay parameters. Few other papers have also addressed the idea of using mobile nodes to improve network coverage of a static sensor network.

In [14] Xiaojiang Du and Fending Lin published a paper that simulated a mobile sensor network that improved the coverage of a static network. They simulated a method in which the sink attempts to improve the coverage of the sensor network by positioning the mobile sensor nodes in places where there is lack of coverage by the static networks. The performance evaluation of this method was tested by measuring and comparing the throughput and delay performance of the network with the static nodes and with introducing the the mobile nodes to improve the coverage.

“RaceMote” a mobile node for sensor networks was tested for mobility and its capability to enhance a static wireless network. Using a GUI the user can control the location of the mobile
node such that it can be positioned at different inaccessible locations in an indoor area for data collection [15].

The University of Texas at Arlington researchers formulated methods to combine robot navigation issues such as obstacle avoidance, environment mapping and coverage with sensor network issues such as congestion control, routing and node energy minimization [16]. They developed algorithms for adaptive sampling (AS) for distributed field estimation, potential fields (PF) for communication bandwidth optimization, and a discrete event controller (DEC) for mission planning.

Sensor data fusion is used to improve the detection capability but this adds to the complexity of the sensor network in terms of data collection and computation. Therefore researchers have developed sensor fusion algorithms that attempt to minimize the data flow from the nodes. Yin Zhenyu et al [16] researched a multi-sensor data fusion algorithm based on data reduction technique. Their assumption is that sensor data can be divided into two categories, emergent sensor data that changes rapidly with time such as vibration and usual sensed data like temperature that can be sampled at a slower rate because it does not typically show significant changes over a period of time. They used a “data-fusion” layer that compares the usual sensed data to the previously stored value and forwards the data to the sink only if there is a significant change in the sensed value. This reduces the data flow in the network thereby reducing the power consumption.

Douglas A. Walquist used a sensor data fusion algorithm in a simulated environment that was used for an automatic target recognition system [17]. Using particle filter method they could detect and track targets by using multiple target estimates. Each target estimate, or particle, was
updated using target kinematics and compared to the measured data. These estimates are weighted based upon how closely they reflect the given data. Particles that closely reflect the measured data are given higher weight, while those that differ greatly are given smaller weight. The overall target estimate is calculated as the weighted sum of each particle estimate.

Andrew M. Ladd et al, described a robotics-based location sensing system using wireless ethernet that performed probabilistic inference of position and sensor fusion from noisy signals to determine the location of a wireless Ethernet card using a 802.11b wireless connection [18]. Using a hidden Markov model they try to interpolate the mobile position out of the stream of measurements coming from the inference engine. Their method could accurately locate a mobile with one meter accuracy in a building.

Min Ding ,Terzis, A, I-Jeng Wang and Lucarelli, D published findings on integrating imaging and non-imaging sensors to detect and track targets in a complex urban environment [19]. They used low cost mica mote sensors and infra-red cameras for the imaging sensors. Their simulation used non-imaging sensors for preliminary detection and then the imaging sensors to track the target. This method reduced the power requirements of the sensor systems and improved accuracy.

Konrad Lorincz and Matt Welsh researched the use of Mica2 sensors for a robust tracking system that uses RSSI measurement for estimating the location of a target node. They have presented detailed analysis of the tracking system under varying conditions including node failures, receiver sensitivities and number of nodes available [20]. This work however uses static sensor nodes and does not include the benefits of mobile nodes in the system.
A review and tutorial of radio propagation channels was presented Homayoun Hashemi [21]. Theoretical studies on large scale path losses, spatial and temporal variations of signals due to interference, mean excess delay spread and RMS delay spread were explored. The paper also highlighted the differences between indoor and outdoor channel propagation models.

Jorge Cortez et al, presented a control and coordination scheme for optimal area of coverage for a set of mobile sensor network nodes in autonomous motion [22]. Their approach is closely related to the classic Lloyd algorithm from quantization theory. Their proposed coverage algorithm considers many constraints of mobile sensor nodes such as limited range and non-centralized decision making.

Sonia Martinez’s work in [23] studied the optimal placement and motion coordination for mobile sensor networks for 2D and 3D application. The work also investigated the Cramer-Rao Lower Bound (CRLB) that decreases the uncertainty and the covariance of error. One of the drawbacks in this work was it did not account for propagation noise in indoor conditions.

Tatiana Bokareva et al, investigated the use of wireless sensor networks for battle ground surveillance in outdoor conditions. Using Mica2 mote sensors they demonstrated the tracking of multiple targets using data fusion and filtering methods in noisy conditions [24].

Another set of research papers by P. Enge, P. Misra, N. Bulusu, J. Heidemann, and D. Estrin describe use of GPS to locate the sensors. Although these systems work in outdoor conditions they do not address the case of indoor localization problems [25][26].

The review of previous work and the survey of the literature provide ample information on methods and approaches of solving various challenges faced by wireless sensor networks. As can be seen, the majority of the previous and recent works have in general focused on individual
issues such as solving coverage problems, network security, false alarm rates and network integration. They also used homogenous sensor systems that did not entirely reflect real scenarios where it might not be possible to field a homogenous sensor system. Our proposed work tries to fill this technology and application gap by developing a hybrid sensor system that uses static and mobile sensors working over a set of different frequencies and a range of transmit power to effectively track a target in a sensor web, improve coverage and reduce false alarm rates.
CHAPTER THREE: TRACKING USING A HYBRID NETWORK

This chapter outlines the building of three types of sensor networks and finally a hybrid sensor network that combines the functionality of the three networks. The three sensor networks are i) Mica mote static network, ii) Ultra-Wide band static network and iii) Unmanned ground vehicle mobile sensor network. The basic elements of the design of these three networks are presented including the intruder detection and tracking mechanism. The results from the test and evaluation of the networks including the probability of false alarm and the accuracy are also presented. Finally the design of the self-organizing mechanism of the hybrid sensor network is described.

The determination of target location at successive time intervals is equivalent to tracking a target in the sensor web. There are many methods for target tracking such as time difference of arrival (TDOA) and beam-forming methods. Sophisticated TDOA methods involves accurate synchronization between the nodes, which require high energy and also sophisticated hardware such as an accurate global clock and beam-forming methods require assumptions such as plane wave propagation which might not be the case when the target is too close to the sensor. A method to overcome these drawbacks through the use of simplistic signal strength measurements from multiple sensors located at known points on a sensor grid is also presented for the location and tracking of a target.
Design of Sensor Network – Static and Mobile Network

Our initial studies that was done using suites of static mica mote sensors, UWB radios and mobile sensor platform as independent systems have yielded promising results for intruder detection and tracking application [27]. Although each of these systems was homogenous we were able to measure the accuracy of these different systems that led us to develop a hybrid sensor network. These networks that were designed for intruder tracking are presented below.

Mica Mote Static Sensor Network

Experiments were conducted with Mica2 mote radios using light sensors for a simple detection system [28]. When an intruder crosses the monitored environment, the system detects the changes in the light intensity. Any change greater than a pre-defined threshold, indicates the presence of an intruder. An integrated web cam was used to take snapshot of the intruder and transmits the pictures through the network to a remote station. This project was done as part of a large sensor web project for the Office of Naval Research to develop long term monitoring systems for border security.

The experiments involved

- Using the motes in an ad-hoc network mode to collect sensor data from environment for the application
- Monitor sensor data from the mote sensors using a Star-gate central computer in wireless mode
- Configure the Star-gate computer to receive sensor data and operate the camera to capture image of the intruder.

Each Mica2 mote sensor node was connected to a MTS 300 sensor board that was used for the experiments. Figure 8 is a flowchart of software design. The motes send raw messages encoded with the sensor readings that are read through the wireless link. A raw message format is given by

```
FF FF 007D 1D 84010500 A801 F2011602 EF 013800780229032703000000000000000000
```

Each data packet contains several fields of data. The overall message format is as follows:
- Destination address: 7D 1D
- Message handler ID: 84
- Group ID: 01
- Source address: 0500
- Temperature: F201
- Light: 1602
- Microphone: EF 01
- accelX: 3800
- accelY: 7802
- magX: 2903
- magY: 2703
The MTS 310 mica sensor board has five sensors: accelerometer, magnetometer, microphone, light, and temperature. Only the light data was used since the change of light data was being used in detecting an intruder. The software algorithms reads the in-coming data packet stream and extracts the light sensor values to calculate the standard deviation over a pre-set set of sensor readings. If the light change (standard deviation) exceeds a pre-defined threshold, the code will start to write a value of “1” to the data-file file, meaning that there is an intruder. Otherwise, a “0” is written to indicate an absence of the intruder. After detection is recorded, the system delayed the next set of data collection for 5 seconds for the system to time synchronize and convey the information of the presence of the intruder to the Star-gate computer to record a
picture of the intruder. Using the apache web-server enables users to monitor the system from a remote location. If a user is connected to the internet, they would be able to access the apache web-server on the Star-gate to retrieve the intruder pictures from any location. Figure 9 shows the webcam, sensor nodes and Star gate computer in the intruder detection system.

Figure 9: Sensor node data being collected by the central computer and the webcam

The sensor network setup used for the detection is shown in Figure 10 with the sensors, data collector, local computer and the Star-gate.
Ultra-Wide Band Static Sensor Web

An Ultra-Wide band (UWB) sensor web system that estimated and tracked a dynamic target was developed to demonstrate the capability of using wireless network for detection and tracking [32]. UWB signals are often defined as having 3-dB bandwidth greater than 25% of their center frequencies of the radiation. The major advantages of UWB is the wide bandwidth which allows high resolution position location and tracking, reduced multi-path due to fine delay resolution and higher penetration through material. Experiments were setup inside an office building using Time Domain P201 PulsON UWB radios. These are low power devices operating over a wide band of 3.2 GHz and a center frequency of 4.7 GHz. The UWB radios were placed at varying distances from each other and the background noise scans were measured. Figure 11 shows the

Figure 10: Sensor network configuration
amplitudes for different samples in a single scan. The large early peak is due to the line-of-sight from the transmitter to the receiver and the later signal oscillations are due to the multi-path reflections. The background noise essentially consists of ground bounce, noise from the various analog components on the electronic board and noise due to various environmental factors. Each scan data contains the received radio signal for 800 range bins with each range bin corresponds to 32ps or 0.032ft. The noise is normally distributed and a threshold is set for detecting the presence of an intruder. The parameters used in the simulation are tabulated in Table 2

---

Figure 11: Background scan amplitudes for the range of 800 bins
Table 2: UWB sensor web simulation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters used for Simulation</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coding Level</td>
<td>Binary (1/0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrier Frequency</td>
<td>3.1 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PN sequence length</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Length</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fading Channels</td>
<td>Rician, Rayleigh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receiver type</td>
<td>BPSK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Receivers</td>
<td>3 (1 Master, 2 slaves)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algorithm Used</td>
<td>Chan’s algorithm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmitter Location</td>
<td>(6,8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receiver Nodes</td>
<td>(1,1) (1,8) and (9,1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulated Location of the Transmitter</td>
<td>(6.2,8.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance between nodes</td>
<td>100 feet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For purposes of intrusion detection, a threshold is set for each range bin and an alarm is sounded whenever this threshold is exceeded [32]. When an intruder is present, an (true) alarm is sounded if $S+N>t$, where S is the signal, N, the noise, and t the threshold and a (false) alarm is sounded when $N>t$ when no intruder is present. The threshold levels were varied to estimate the number of false alarms triggered for a given threshold. If the threshold is too low the noise will exceed the threshold and trigger false alarms. Figure 12 shows the threshold levels for various values of probability of false alarms.
From Table 3 we see that by setting the $P_{fa}$ value to $10^{-3}$ we could reduce the number of false alarms to zero hence demonstrating the capability of the UWB radio sensor network to accurately track an intruder in a sensor field.

The experiment conducted consisted of setting up UWB radios at 6 feet from each other with one of the UWB devices acting as a transmitter (requestor) and others as receivers (responders).
With the requestor radio assumed to be at \([X, Y] = [0, 0]\), and with a-priori information regarding placement of one more radio, we can easily compute the \((X, Y)\) locations of the radios by triangulation techniques. With two known radio centers fixed, we accurately determine the \((X, Y)\) locations of the remaining radios. The received UWB signals are averaged over a short period of time without any target present to determine ground noise and the system threshold is set based on the background noise. When an intruder crosses the path between the requestor and the responder along any link of the sensor web, an alarm was triggered when the received signal exceeded the noise threshold an alarm is triggered to indicate an intruder.

**Sensor Unmanned Ground Vehicle Mobile Sensor Network**

A novel method to locate and track entities in the absence of conventional navigation systems like Global Positioning Systems (GPS) that was developed and presented here [29]. The goal of this design was to develop low cost mobile platforms for army tactical engagement simulation (ATES) training exercises that can demonstrate alternate and innovative tracking methods in
urban combat areas [30]. The work also helped us to develop a tracking system that relied on mobile sensors to track a target.

For this network, Unmanned Ground Vehicles (UGVs) with various sensors such as Sonar, GPS, wide-angle cameras and optical encoders were developed and tested. These indoor/outdoor platforms were used for surveillance and reconnaissance of unknown terrain. Using GPS in outdoor conditions and inertial measurement unit for indoors the UGVs we were able to successfully navigate and send back real-time sensor information to the user control station. For processing the sensor data Kalman filtering was used [31].

Figure 13 shows the hardware architecture of the mobile platform and the mobile platform that was used for the experimental work. Figure 14 shows miniature robotic platforms that were also used for the sensor network.

The robotic platform developed was unique as it incorporated the following features.

The platform was designed with Commercial-of-the-Shelf (COTS) hardware and used free source software architectures for command and control;

The system was successfully deployed for unmanned applications and the technique for 3-Dimensional scanned point cloud data collection was demonstrated for indoor environment.

The robotic platform was equipped with LADAR, video camera and sensors for both indoor and outdoor mapping capability. Additional sensors can be easily mounted and integrated on the platform to improve the accuracy of the system.
To ensure constant communication with the mobile platform a mobile ad-hoc routing protocol (MAR) was used to “hop” the sensor and control data between the platforms and the central control station through other UGVs on the field. A scaled model of robotic platforms was used to mount on-board hardware components such as small form factor computer, microprocessors and
sensors. Software routines in Java are used to control and collect data from the sensors through the microprocessor. The on-board computer was used to compress the MPEG2 video signal feed from the camera and transmit it to the central station through a wireless 802.11b wireless router in ad-hoc mode.

When the platform moves from outdoors to indoors the GPS data no longer registers in the system. The software will continuously monitor the GPS data and when it no longer updates it will switch over to using the data from the onboard inertial sensors. The onboard sensor data is then used to extrapolate from the last known GPS position that was recorded by the platform. The onboard inertial measurement unit (IMU) measures the roll, pitch and yaw of the platform. However, due to their error propagation properties an external process, in this case, a Kalman filter was utilized to reduce the IMU errors. In the loosely coupled system used, the GPS receiver had its own Kalman filter algorithm which is used to calculate positions and velocities. GPS-derived positions and velocities are combined with IMU positions and velocities to form the error residuals which are sent to the navigation Kalman filter. This filter corrects the IMU in a feedback manner reducing the effects of biases and drifts. Figure 15 shows the feedback system in operation. The data gathered and the results obtained are presented in the next chapter.
The three sensor system described above were used for location and tracking of a target through the sensor grid and the accuracy of each of the system was tabulated the results of which are presented below.

**Accuracy of the Three Tracking Systems**

As mentioned before, these static and mobile sensor networks for intruder detection were studied as independent homogenous suite of sensor systems and yielded accurate tracking results for various types of intruders with error margins in the order of a few feet. Table 4 below shows the average distance between sensors on each system and the associated errors measured.
Table 4: Type of sensor network and accuracy of intruder location

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensor Network Type</th>
<th>Average Distance between sensor nodes</th>
<th>Accuracy of Intruder location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mica mote sensor</td>
<td>50 feet</td>
<td>+ 4 feet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UWB sensor web</td>
<td>100 feet</td>
<td>+ 0.16645 feet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UGV mobile sensor</td>
<td>100 feet</td>
<td>+ 3.7 feet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A literature review showed no evidence of a heterogeneous sensor network system with static and mobile sensors designed for use in target tracking.

**Hybrid Sensor Network**

This section describes the design of the hybrid sensor network that combines some of the characteristics of the previous three sensor network designs. One of the main drawbacks of the previous three designs was that they were homogenous in nature, i.e., either static or mobile. Our goal is to develop a hybrid sensor network that combines static and mobile sensor nodes to efficiently track a target.

**Self Organizing and Localization by the Hybrid Sensors**

The unique feature of this hybrid sensor network is the ability of the nodes to self-organize and automatically form a sensor network. Self-organizing is the process of locating the position or coordinates of the sensor nodes on the sensor network. This is done by each of the sensor nodes ranging to its nearest neighboring nodes to measure the received signal strength value and then estimating its location. This self-localizing process is described in detail in the next chapter.
The other main feature of the hybrid sensor network is the use of mobile nodes to extend the range and coverage of the static network. For a given coverage area when the central node does not get feedback from the network nodes indicating that at least three nodes are tracking the target, the central node will direct an appropriate node to move to specified geographic location such that at least three nodes are available to track the target [37]. The repositioning of the sensor nodes is needed not only to continuously track a target but also in case of node failure in order to maintain the coverage area of the sensor network. In our design we have assumed that each of the sensor nodes can act as either static or mobile sensor node as needed.

For example, consider a coverage area of 100 ft X 100 ft that needs to be populated with a certain number of sensor nodes to detect and track the presence of an intruder. The central node is programmed to have a precise map of this sensor field in terms of local coordinates X,Y extending from (0,100) on the X-axis and (0,100) on the Y-axis. When the static nodes are distributed in the sensor field in an ad-hoc fashion and report back their local coordinate position based X and Y the central nodes forms a virtual map of the nodes. The program verifies if the coordinates of the static nodes are such as to fully cover the prescribed sensor field. For example if a static sensor node at an edge reporting back to the central node is at (80, 80) the central node directs a static node to become mobile and move to the location of (90, 90) and another to (100,100) such that the entire sensor field has coverage.

This type of a self organizing sensor network is very useful to maintain full coverage of a sensor field to handle node failure. The central node will constantly update the virtual map of the sensor field and when it detects pockets of uncovered areas due to failure of nodes or absence of an appropriate static node it can direct a node to become mobile and move to that location and help
it integrate into the local grid and thus maintain full coverage. This process is illustrated in Figure 16, Figure 17 and Figure 18 below.

Figure 16: Stage 1: Static nodes report position to central node
Figure 17: Stage 2: Central node dispatches mobile nodes

Figure 18: Stage 3: Central node organizes the static and mobile nodes into a grid
Target Tracking in the Hybrid Sensor Network

The entire network is divided into cells and one cell will comprise of a few nodes one of which will act as the main node. This main node in the cell runs a signal strength detection algorithm to its nearest neighbor nodes. This algorithm samples and averages the signal strength over a short period of time at a fixed rate. In our design the received signal strength indicator (RSSI) measurement for the Mica2 mote sensors will be used for the static network. For the mobile network, the sensors on the mobile platform will use a signal strength algorithm to locate and track the entity. When a target enters the cell the main cell node will detect a change in the RSSI due to interference and signal reflection from the target. Based on comparison to a background noise threshold the main cell node will indicate the presence of the intruder inside the cell. When the target moves to the next cell, this procedure is repeated in the next cell. Using this method the sensor network can track a single target as it traverses inside the sensor network. Figure 19 shows the layout of a hybrid sensor network that combines static sensor nodes consisting of Mica2 motes and mobile sensor nodes consisting of UGVs. Figure 20 illustrates the detection and tracking of a single target through the sensor network. If multiple targets are sufficiently separated in space and time it can essentially use the above procedure to track multiple targets. Sufficient separation in space and time implies that each target is indicated by a distinct RSSI change in the sensor readings.
Figure 19 A hybrid static mobile intruder detection sensor network
Figure 20: Target tracking through the sensor web

Constant False Alarm Rate

Setting a constant threshold for the main cell node for target detection is not be feasible as there can changes in the background noise conditions. Therefore, we modeled the noise as a Gaussian random variable and the threshold was dynamically adjusted according to the noise variance of detector output so that the detector maintains a constant false alarm rate (CFAR). This technique of using a varying threshold to maintain a constant false alarm rate is called CFAR processing.
There are many types of CFAR techniques and we chose to use the Cell averaged CFAR processing technique. Cell averaged CFAR (CA-CFAR) is an adaptive process by which the threshold is estimated by measuring the mean level of the signal in a set of neighboring sensor nodes. The CA-CFAR processor is the optimum CFAR processor (maximizes detection probability) in a homogeneous background when the sensor nodes contain independent and identically distributed (IID) observations governed by Gaussian or exponential distribution. The basic idea is to average the signal to noise ratio in a set of neighboring sensor nodes and use the averaged value to set the threshold for the given sensor node detector. The CA-CFAR process will be explained in detail in the next chapter.

**Data Fusion using Kalman Filtering**

The sensor data gathered will be corrupted by noise due to different factors such as electronic noise and environmental conditions. If this noise is not filtered from the data it will have a cumulative effect and degrade the accuracy of the measurements. Thus a hybrid Kalman filter based filtering approach was used to process the data obtained from different sensor nodes in the network. Figure 21 shows the data collected from the static and mobile sensors being processed through the Kalman filter.
Figure 21 Sensor data fusion using Kalman Filter

The Kalman filter is a system that predicts or estimates a future state. It is basically a set of algorithmic equations that predict a future state then corrects the actual state based on the error between the predicted state and the actual state [33]. This filter was used to correct the sensor readings that are used to track the dynamic target. The Kalman filter will work in 2 states: time update (predict) and the measurement update (correct). The term update is used because the filter is a feedback control, thus the filter is constantly updating information to reduce the error between future estimations and present values. The time update equations are considered the predictor equations because it is responsible for estimating future states so as to anticipate estimates of the next step called priori estimates. The measurement update equations are considered the corrector equations because they are responsible for obtaining the current states, and respond to errors between the estimated future state and the measured actual state. They return new values to the priori estimates to obtain a new and improved current state or posteriori estimate of the position of the target. The Kalman filter also applies a correction factor to its estimate in order to account for the drift error of the inertial system over a period of time.
Thus the Kalman filter stage as shown in Figure 21 will combine the sensor data from the static and mobile sensors to remove the background noise from the incoming sensor data and accurately estimate the location of the moving target.

**Simulation and Testing**

Simulation studies of this self organizing hybrid sensor network were performed using Matlab to prove its efficacy to accurately track a dynamic target. The sensor nodes were simulated on a 2 dimensional grid and a target moving on the horizontal axis was tracked. The simulation also demonstrated the sensor nodes losing track of the target and the reacquiring the target once a mobile node is appropriately relocated to continue the tracking. Field experiments were done on the hybrid network to verify the simulation results. Mica mote sensors with a range of 50-100 feet were used to collect signal strength data up to a distance of 100 feet in outdoor conditions. Remote controlled UGVs were used to carry mote sensors and take user commands from the central node and move to a specific location on the local coordinate map. To quantify the accuracy and real-time capability of this hybrid sensor network we measure parameters such as signal-to-noise ratio as a function of average distance between the sensors, percentage area of sensor coverage and accuracy of target were measured. The results of the simulation and measurements are presented in the next chapter.
CHAPTER FOUR: RESULTS

This Chapter describes the experimental and simulation results to demonstrate that by using a hybrid sensor network the coverage of the sensor grid can be extended over a large area and reduce many of the typical problems associated with static sensor networks discussed in previous chapters.

Our work focuses on three areas of interest in sensor network systems

1. Developing a localization algorithm starting with anchor nodes at known locations such that the location of all the other sensors in the network can be determined
2. Target tracking with static nodes
3. Using hybrid sensor nodes i.e. mobilizing nodes as needed to extend the coverage of the sensor grid

Our simulation and experimental work uses the Mica2 Mote sensors as described in the previous sections. The sensor operates at the 916 MHz frequency band with a range depending on the operating environment, typically 50 feet in indoor conditions.

**Localization of Reference Nodes**

Our algorithm uses the inherent capability of sensor nodes to measure simple connectivity metrics such as received signal strength and range estimation to its nearest neighbor. Initially we introduce three sensor nodes on the sensor grid at known locations. These are termed as anchor nodes. The anchor nodes are introduced at known locations in order to aid other nodes to
determine their position in the grid. In order to determine the 2D position we need three known points on a grid. Our test-bed initially consists of 3 sensors with known locations that will serve as anchor nodes. The location of the anchor nodes can be given by $(X_1, Y_1), (X_2, Y_2), (X_3, Y_3)$. A node is then introduced into the sensor grid and will use the anchor nodes to localize itself by estimating its centroid location in reference to the anchor nodes. This technique is very effective when all the anchor nodes are visible to the sensor node. This new fourth node is now added to the list of known node locations and all of these can be used for localization of all other nodes in the grid using any three at a time. Once the fourth node is introduced into the sensor grid we refer to all the nodes as reference nodes since any 3 can be used for localization. Our experimental and simulation set-up consists of 6 reference nodes that will track a target through the sensor grid. We define a few terms that will be used to demonstrate our localization algorithm technique

$\textbf{r} –$ Separation between the reference nodes in Euclidean distance metric

$\textbf{R} –$ Transmission range of each anchor and reference node

$N_{\text{sent}}(I, t) = \text{Number of beacon signals sent by each node in time } t$

$N_{\text{recv}}(I, t) = \text{Number of beacon signals received by each node in time } t.$

$(X_{\text{est}}, Y_{\text{est}}) = \text{Estimated location of the reference node}$

$(X_{\text{act}}, Y_{\text{act}}) = \text{Actual location of the reference node}$

The equation below shows the formula used by the node to localize its position based on the reference nodes
\[
(X_{\text{est}}, Y_{\text{est}}) = \left( \frac{X_i + X_k}{k}, \frac{Y_i + Y_k}{k} \right)
\]

The estimated location of the sensor node is the average of the \(k\) sensor reference nodes in the X and Y axes. This formula is a simple and robust method for determining the estimated location of the sensor nodes.

**Connectivity Metric**

Each reference node transmits 100 byte data packets every 125 msec. The newly introduced nodes collect these signals from the reference nodes and estimate their location by calculating the distance to the three reference nodes in range. We define a term called connectivity metric (CM) to characterize the signal level received by the nodes in the sensor grid. The connectivity metric (CM) is defined in terms of the ratio of the signal received by the nodes to the signals sent.

\[
CM = \frac{N_{\text{recv}}(i,t)}{N_{\text{sent}}(i,t)}
\]

Where \(N_{\text{recv}}(i,t)\) is the number of packets received at the node, \(N_{\text{sent}}(i,t)\) the number of packets sent and \(t\) is the time period. The connectivity metric is a user set value in the simulation such that the reference nodes will only utilize the signals from the anchor nodes for values that exceed the connectivity metric (example, 90%). For our experiments we chose the connectivity metric to be at 90% which implies that 90% of the packets sent by the transmitter should be received by the receiver to be considered as a successful connection. We decided on this measure of
connectivity metric based on the bit error rate values for a BPSK modulated system in a fading channel environment. Figure 22 shows the BER as a function of various signal-to-noise ratio values.

![Graph showing Bit Error Rate (BER) as a function of Eb/No (dB)](image)

**Figure 22: BER for BPSK Channel with Rayleigh and Rician fading**

**Received Signal Strength Model**

From each of the data packets received by the node it can calculate the Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) to the nearest three reference nodes. In the Mica 2 mote model that are used in our experiments and simulation the RSSI is provided at the analog to digital convertor output as a 10 bit number. The following equation gives the conversion of the ADC counter value to RSSI value. The values are defined as
\( V_{RSSI} \) = RSSI Voltage measured from the RSSI pin of the CC1000 chip of the Mica 2 sensor

\( V_{Battery} \) = Mote voltage battery

\( \text{ADC}_-\text{COUNTS} \) = 10 bit ADC count at the micro-controller

\( K \) = Signal strength constant

\( r \) = transmission distance

\[
V_{RSSI} = V_{battery} \times \frac{\text{ADC}_-\text{COUNTS}}{1024}
\]

\[
RSSI(\text{dBm}) \equiv -51.3 \times V_{RSSI} - 49.2
\]

\[
\text{Signal strength(\text{dBm})} \equiv x \equiv 10 \times \log_{10}\left(\frac{\text{Power}(mW)}{1(mW)}\right)
\]

Assuming free space wave propagation and an omni-directional antenna radiation pattern we can conclude that the total power radiated by the antenna remains a constant although the surface area increases by a factor of \( r^2 \). Therefore for signal strength of \( K \) constant, the absolute power decreases in the ratio of \( \frac{K}{r^2} \). Therefore the signal strength \( x \) can be defined as

\[
x \equiv 10 \times \log_{10}\left(\frac{K}{r^2}\right)
\]

\[
x \equiv 10 \times \log_{10}(K) - 20 \log_{10}(r)
\]

\[
x \equiv (-51.3 \times V_{RSSI}) - 49.2
\]

Using the definition above \( r \equiv 10^p \) where

\[
p \equiv \frac{(10\log_{10} K + 51.3(V_{battery} \times \text{ADC}_-\text{COUNTS}/1024) + 49.2)}{20}
\]

To localize the position of the nodes in the sensor grid the anchor nodes send periodic broadcasts of HELLO messages every 125 millisecond and each message has a packet size of 100 bytes. The message payload consists of four major fields, including the source mote id, the sample counter of 2 bytes, the ADC channel number and the message fields are of 2 bytes each. This 100
byte message length can be varied by the user using the software interface. The data is sent using the little-endian format. Table 5 below shows the message format in the Mica2 mote sensor used in our simulation and experiments [38].

Table 5: The message format of the Mote sensor

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Destination Address</th>
<th>Source Address</th>
<th>Counter</th>
<th>Channel #</th>
<th>Message</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 bytes</td>
<td>2 bytes</td>
<td>2 bytes</td>
<td>2 bytes</td>
<td>92 bytes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The three anchor nodes are placed at (1,5), (10,5) and (25,5) on a 35 x 35 meter sensor grid area for our simulation setup as shown in Figure 23. We limit our grid area to a 35 x 35 meter setup in order to make the measurements easier and also due to the limited number of sensors available. These anchor nodes will serve as initial references for subsequent nodes for localization as discussed. Figure 24 shows three nodes added at (1, 20), (10,30) and (25,25) that form the sensor grid. These nodes used the information of the initial three anchor nodes to fix their position on the grid. All these nodes now serve as reference nodes and any of one of the can be made mobile to track a target. The various parameters used in the simulation model are shown in Table 6.
Figure 23: Location of initial anchor nodes on the sensor grid

Figure 24: Reference nodes that form the sensor grid
Table 6: Various Parameters used in Simulation Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Path loss coefficient</td>
<td>$\beta = 2.7$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variance</td>
<td>$\sigma = 16$ dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>916 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antenna</td>
<td>Omni-directional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packet size</td>
<td>100 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>15 meters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power</td>
<td>0 dBm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The localization algorithm can thus be summarized as:

Step 1: Sensor nodes are randomly spread in the sensing environment with three known sensor node locations that act as anchor nodes.

Step 2: Any node in the range of the anchor nodes will use the centroid location of the anchor nodes to localize its position. We now have reference nodes in the sensor grid.

Step 3: All reference nodes can be used for further localization and eventually form the sensor grid.

Simulation experiments using Matlab and associated wireless libraries were conducted to verify and validate the localization algorithm. Using the motes we measured the RSSI signal strength and calculated the actual location of the motes on the experimental grid. Consider three reference nodes transmitting signals from position $x = 0, y = 0, x = X_a, y = 0$ and $x = 0, y = Y_a$ on a sensor grid area. The received power at the nodes is given by $P_r = k d^{-\alpha}$ where $k = 2$ is a constant that refers to the carrier frequency of the signal, $d$ is the distance between the sensors and $\alpha = 2$ is the attenuation exponent for an indoor channel. A literature review of indoor communication channels shows that for the frequency range used in our simulation and experimental studies the RMS delay spread is measured at 2.5. To simply our experimentation we placed a Mica2 mote in
another corner of the room at \( x = X_a, y = Y_a \) and measured the connectivity metric and RSSI at 1 meter intervals over a \( X_a = 35 \times Y_a = 35 \) meter grid of area. Figure 25 shows the location of the anchor nodes and the reference node. The localization error (LE) for the location of the nodes is given by using the equation

\[
LE = \sqrt{\left((X_{est} - X_a)^2 + (Y_{est} - Y_a)^2\right)}
\]

Where \((X_{est}, Y_{est})\) and \((X_{act}, Y_{act})\) are the estimated and actual location of the reference nodes. The localization error values are then incorporated into the simulation model to correct for errors of the location algorithm.

Figure 25: Sensor location estimation

Our focus is on the two issues that make localization difficult to achieve in an indoor environment. The first is the effect of Rayleigh fading channels which is the variation of the received power as a function of time due to multi-path interference. The second is the time taken for the mobile reference nodes to relocate when they are attempting to expand the coverage of
the sensor region. The received power is given by the relation: \( P_{rj} = kd_j^{-\alpha} \) but we average the power received by the sensors over a specified period of time to increase the accuracy of estimation. The average received power from the \( j \)-th reference node for the \( i \)-th sample is given by

\[
\bar{P} = \frac{1}{w} \sum_{h=0}^{w-1} P_{rj}(i - h) .
\]  

(15)

If \( k \) and \( \alpha \) are known to each sensor the distance metric can be calculated from the received power by using

\[
d_j(i) = \left( \frac{\bar{P}_{rj}(i)}{k} \right)^{-\frac{\alpha}{2}}
\]  

(16)

Consider three anchor nodes B1 at \((x=0, y=0)\), B2 at \((x=X_a, y=0)\) and B3 at \((x=X_a, y=Y_a)\) with radius of signals: \( d_1, d_2 \) and \( d_3 \). The three anchor nodes can be detected by the fourth sensor at \( x(i), y(i) \) by using the following relation.

\[
\begin{cases}
    x^2(i) + y^2(i) = d_1^2(i) \\
    (x(i) - X_a)^2 + y^2(i) = d_2^2(i) \\
    0 \leq x(i) \leq X_a \\
    0 \leq y(i) \leq Y_a \\
    x(i) = \frac{d_1^2(i) - d_2^2 + X_a^2}{2X_a} \\
    y(i) = \sqrt{d_1^2(i) - x^2(i)}
\end{cases}
\]  

(17)

(18)

The errors in the location estimation due to fading and motion can then be calculated by

\[
\varepsilon(i) = \sqrt{(x(i) - \tilde{x}(i))^2 + (y(i) - \tilde{y}(i))^2}
\]  

(19)

where \( x(i), y(i) \) and \( \tilde{x}(i), \tilde{y}(i) \) are the estimated and actual sensor location respectively.
Once the reference nodes have been located on the sensor grid as shown in Figure 24, the grid can be used to track a target moving through it in real-time. When a target intrudes into the sensor grid three or more of the reference nodes will be used to track its location in the grid. The target tracking algorithm is described in a series of steps that will highlight the essential process in the algorithm.

Step 1: The target node to be tracked is preloaded with the location information of all the reference sensor nodes and the localization error values from a central base station as a database file.

Step 2: The target node begins movement in the sensor node and receives connectivity from the reference nodes. It calculates the connectivity metric (CM) to determine the closet set of reference nodes and compares the values to the stored database of reference node locations using Euclidean distance metric.

Step 3: The target node calculates the centroid of the Euclidean values to locate its position in the sensor grid. It then corrects for the location from the localization error database to be able to locate itself in the grid.

There are many methods to track a target in a sensor grid such as Time of Arrival, Angle of Arrival and Time Difference of Arrival. Our method is uniquely different from existing tracking methods in that it uses a simple received signal strength indicator in order to improve the probability of tracking without increasing the latency of the tracking systems. Before the target node is introduced into the sensor grid it is pre-loaded with the location information of the reference nodes and the localization error information as determined from previous simulation.
The next step is for the tracked target node to gather signals from the reference nodes. In order to be tracked the target node should be in the range of three or more reference nodes. We use the same RSSI measure that was used for localizing the reference nodes for tracking the target. To compute the distance from the measured RSSI to each of the reference RSSI that is in range of the target node we use the Euclidean distance metric

\[ E(r,s) = \left| \text{meanRSSI}(t)_r - \text{meanRSSI}(t)_s \right| \]  

(20)

where \( E(r,s) \) is the set of Euclidean distances from the measured RSSI to the reference RSSI, \( \text{meanRSSI}(t)_r \) is the mean value of the measured RSSI from each of the reference nodes and \( \text{meanRSSI}(t)_s \) is the mean RSSI of the reference nodes stored in the database of the target node.

The target node then compares the values to the user-defined Connectivity metric ratio. In our case we have set the CM ratio to 90% as was specified earlier, which implies that the target node needs 90% of the packets to be received in order to use that reference node for position location estimation. Figure 26 shows the essential steps in the target localization algorithm.
In any detection system there is noise that is present along with the received signal. Our goal is to reduce the effect of the noise and therefore improve the probability of detection. This section describes some of the noise characteristics that are taken into consideration in our simulation and experimental set-up.

An additive zero mean white Gaussian noise $\mu(t)$ with variance $\psi$ is added to the input signal to the nodes is composed of the signal $n(t)$. The noise is assumed to be spatially incoherent and uncorrelated with the signal. The effect of fading effects as the signal propagates from the transmitter to the receiver is also considered.
The different noise functions that we have used in our simulation model are described in the following sections.

**Fading Channels**

When signal propagation takes place close to the ground surface, free space signal propagation models are not enough to describe and predict the channel characteristics. The signal from the transmitter to the receiver will follow multiple reflective paths that will cause destructive interference with the received signal’s amplitude, phase and arrival time. These phenomena are primarily modeled by the Rayleigh or Rician fading channel models. All our analysis are done in indoor conditions and the time varying indoor radio propagation channel can be modeled using linear time-varying filter with impulse response given by

\[
h(t, \tau) = \sum_{k=0}^{N(\tau)-1} a_k(t) \delta(\tau - \tau_k(t)) e^{j\theta_k(t)}
\]

where \( t \) and \( \tau \) are the observation and application time of the impulse respectively \( N(\tau) \) is the number of multi-path components, \( a_k(t), \tau_k(t), \theta_k(t) \) are the amplitude, arrival-time and phase sequences respectively. A channel model can be used to obtain the response of the channel to any transmitted signal \( s(t) \) by convoluting it with \( h(t) \) and adding noise. The output of the \( y(t) \) of the channel to the transmitted signal can therefore be given by

\[
y(t) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} s(\tau) h(t - \tau) d\tau + n(t)
\]

where \( n(t) \) is the low-pass complex value added Gaussian noise [39].
Rayleigh Fading Effect

When there are multiple received signals at the receiver without a line-of-light component the multiple reflective paths can be described by the Rayleigh fading effect [41]. The probability density function of the Rayleigh distribution is given by

\[ P(r) = \frac{r^2}{\sigma^2} \exp\left(-\frac{r^2}{2\sigma^2}\right) \quad r \geq 0 \]  

(23)

where \( \sigma \) is the Rayleigh parameter. The mean and variance of the distribution is given by \( \sqrt{\pi/2\sigma} \) and \( \{2 - \pi/2\}\sigma^2 \) respectively. Figure 27 shows the received signal over time in a Rayleigh fading channel at 915 MHz using the Rayleigh probability density function equation. The simulation assumes that there are 100 scatterers in the environment with the multi-paths arriving at the receiver at the same time without delays (no delay spread).

Figure 27: Simulated Rayleigh fading channel at 915 MHz
Rician Fading Effect

In an indoor propagation case there is always a dominant line of sight path between the transmitter and the receiver and several multi-path signals that tend to add or cancel this dominant path signal. When there is line of sight the noise model is given by the Rician fading model probability density function equation that is given by

\[
f(r) = \frac{r}{\psi^2} I_0 \left( \frac{r A}{\psi^2} \right) \exp \left( -\frac{r^2 + A^2}{2\psi^2} \right)
\]  

(24)

where

- \( f(r) = \) Rician fading model
- \( r = \) envelope of the signal
- \( \psi^2 = \) variance of noise
- \( I_0 = \) Inphase component of signal

Figure 28 shows the cumulative probability density function of a Rician fading channel model as a function of \( x \) with mean \( \mu = 0 \) and standard deviation \( \psi = 1.5 \). These values were chosen by studying various indoor propagation models.
Noise is usually defined in terms of the Gaussian probability density function given by the equation below

\[ f(r) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi}\psi^2} \exp\left(-\frac{(r-A)^2}{2\psi^2}\right) \]  

(25)

where A and \( \psi \) are the same as for the Rician fading model. Figure 29 shows the Gaussian probability density function values for \( \mu = 0 \) and standard deviation \( \psi = 1.5 \)
Other Channel Related Issues

There will be temporal variations of the channel in indoor environments due to the non-stationary nature of the system. This is a very difficult phenomenon to measure and quantify as the temporal variations can be due to many factors that are not yet clearly understood by researchers. Therefore most propagation measurement models assume stationary data while collecting impulse response measurements to predict the channel characteristics. Another channel characteristic that is defined for indoor channel is the Mean Excess Delay and RMS Delay spread. The RMS delay spread of a channel model is given by the equation

$$\psi = 1.5$$

Figure 29: Gaussian probability density function
\[
\tau_{rms} = \left\{ \left[ \sum_k (t_k - \bar{m} - t_A)^2 a_k^2 \right] / \sum_k a_k^2 \right\}^{1/2}
\]

(26)

Where \( t_A \) is the arrival time for the first path and \( \tau_m \) is the mean excess delay defined by

\[
\tau_m = \left[ \sum_k (t_k - t_A) a_k^2 \right] / \left[ \sum_k a_k^2 \right]
\]

(27)

and \( t_k \) is the arrival time for the \( k \) signal. The mean excess delay and RMS spread have been measured for number of indoor propagation models. For the small and medium offices similar to our experimental and simulation area used values range from 20 to 50 nanoseconds. Since accurately measuring or quantifying the RMS delay spread is out of scope of this research effort we have assumed the value of the RMS delay spread to be 50 nsec.

**Cramer Rao Lower Bound on estimation of sensor node location**

The estimates of our sensor node locations are error-prone due to interference and noise from the indoor channel. We have defined our accuracy in terms of the Cramer-Rao lower bound (CRLB). In a general case if \( \hat{x}_i \) (estimated location) is an unbiased estimator for the state variable \( x_i \) (actual location) based on \( z(1:t) \) (measurements), then the covariance matrix of \( x_i \) denoted by \( P_i \) has a lower bound defined by [40]

\[
P_i = E\{(\hat{x}_i - x_i)(\hat{x}_i - x_i)^T\} \geq J_i^{-1}
\]

(28)

where \( J_i^{-1} \) is the CRLB for an unbiased estimator. In our simulation and experimental analysis the CRLB is used to determine the accuracy in our system. The CRLB is dependant on the distance and geometry of the sensor grid.
\[ CRLB_{RSSI} = \frac{1}{b} \sum_{i=2}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} d_{i,j}^{-2} \left( \frac{d_{i,j}^2}{d_{i,j}^2 + d_{i,j}^2} \right) \] Where \[ b = \frac{10n_p}{\sigma_{RSSI} \ln(10)} \] 

\[ n_p = \text{Path loss coefficient} \]

\[ \sigma_{RSSI} = \text{standard deviation of RSSI measurement} \]

\[ d = \text{distance between nodes} \]

The effect of the CRLB in our tracking system is summarized in the Figure 30 shown below.
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**Figure 30: Cramer-Rao Lower Bound on variance of position error**

**Probability of False Alarm**

When a signal is received by the sensor it not only contains the signal but also a noise component. The receiving sensor must decode the signal from the noise and detect the presence of the target. The Probability of False alarm \( P_{fa} \) is defined as the probability that a sample \( R \) of
the signal $n(t)$ will exceed the threshold voltage $V_T$ when noise alone is present in the radar. It is given by

$$P_{fa} = \int_{\frac{V_T}{\psi^2}}^{\infty} r^2 \exp\left(-\frac{r^2}{2\psi^2}\right) dr = \exp\left(-\frac{V_T^2}{2\psi^2}\right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (30)$$

$$V_T = \sqrt{2\psi^2 \ln\left(\frac{1}{P_{fa}}\right)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (31)$$

The receiver sensor has to set a threshold value above which the signal detects the presence of a target. Figure 31 shows the inverse of the Probability of False alarm is plotted against the normalized threshold values from the above equation. It can be seen that as the threshold increases the probability of false alarm decreases.

Figure 31: Normalized detection threshold versus probability of false alarm
Simulation Results

The next three sections describe the different simulations that were carried out to determine the characteristics of the hybrid sensor network. Some of the most important factors of the sensor network include the probability of detection, probability of false alarm, detection range and the constant false alarm rate for a given configuration of sensor nodes.

Probability of Detection Vs. Number of Nodes in the Network

We simulated 9 reference nodes in the sensor network and measured the probability of detection of the target in relation to the signal-to-noise ratio for varying number of reference sensors at probability of false alarm $P_{fa} = 10^{-8}$. Though this measure is a factor of the sensor grid configuration it gives us an idea of how many sensors can be added to the system before the additional sensors do not make a significant contribution to the improvement of the probability of detection. Figure 32 shows the signal-to-noise ratio as a function of probability of detection for varying number of reference sensors. It can be observed that after certain the number of reference nodes is reached the gain in probability is no longer significant. This is due to the fact that for the given sensor area adding more reference nodes does not provide any significant advantage because the sensor ranges overlap with each other and offer no improvement in the probability of detection.

The probability of detection was calculated by using the following relation [42].
\[
P_D \cong \frac{\text{erfc}\left(\frac{V}{\sqrt{2}}\right)}{2} - \frac{e^{-V^2/2}}{\sqrt{2\pi}} \left[C_3(V - 1) + C_4V(3 - V^2 - C_6V(V^4 - 10V^2 + 15)\right]
\]

where

\[
P_D = \text{Probability of Detection}
\]

\[
V = \text{Voltage} = \frac{V_T - n(1 + \text{SNR})}{\omega}
\]

\[
V_T = \text{Threshold voltage}
\]

\[
C_3, C_4, C_6 = \text{Gram–Charlier series}
\]

\[
V_T = \text{Threshold Voltage}
\]

\[
\text{SNR} = \text{Signal–to–Noise ratio}
\]

\[
\omega = \text{Frequency}
\]

Figure 32: Signal-to-Noise ratio versus Probability of Detection
Detection Range and Signal-to-Noise Ratio

The reference nodes are randomly placed on the sensor grid area and their range of operation is determined by the Signal-to-Noise ratio of each reference node. Using large number of reference nodes will obviously improve the detection range of the sensor grid. Figure 33 shows the detection range of the sensors as a function of the signal-to-noise ratio for a varying the number of reference nodes. This graph is derived from the equation given by

\[
(SNR) = \frac{P_tG^2\lambda^2\sigma}{(4\pi)^3kT_eBFLR^4} 
\]

(33)

Where

\[ P_t = \text{Transmit Power} = 0 \text{ dBm} \]
\[ G = \text{Antenna Gain} = 0 \text{ dBm} \]
\[ \lambda = \text{Wavelength} = .3275 \text{ meter} \]
\[ \sigma = 2 \text{(indoor)} \]
\[ T_e = \text{Noise Temperature} = 290K \]
\[ B = \text{Bandwidth} = 24 \text{ MHz} \]
\[ F = \text{Frequency} = 916 \text{ MHz} \]
\[ L = \text{Antenna Loss} = 0 \text{ dBm} \]
\[ R = \text{Range} = 15 \text{ meters} \]

Although it can be seen that using more number of sensors will increase the detection range of the sensor web for lower signal-to-noise ratios this trend will not be sustainable as adding more sensors to the system will increase the noise level and reduce the detection range. Hence there is a limit on the number of sensors one needs to introduce in the network.
Figure 33: Detection range versus Signal-to-Noise Ratio

**Constant False Alarm Rate**

The detection threshold is computed so that the receiver can maintain a constant pre-determined Probability of False Alarm. The relation between the threshold, noise power and probability of false alarm is given by

$$ V_T = \sqrt{2\psi^2 \ln \left( \frac{1}{P_{fa}} \right)} $$

(34)

where $P_{fa}$ is the Probability of False alarm, $\psi^2$ the noise power and $V_T$ is the threshold. If the noise power is constant then a fixed threshold can satisfy our requirements but unfortunately in
most cases the noise power is a varying phenomenon. Therefore the threshold is varied in order to maintain the constant False alarm rate. This process of continuously changing the threshold in order to maintain the False alarm rate is called Constant False Alarm Rate (CFAR) technique. There are many techniques of CFAR such as adaptive threshold, non-parametric CFAR, Cell-averaging, Greatest of (GO) or Smallest of (SO) CFAR techniques. In our system the Cell Averaging technique is used in which the receiver will average a set of received signal values over a range of receiving nodes and a period of time to set the threshold of detection. Figure 34 shows the cell-averaging process in the receiver of the sensor node. The output of the reference cells to the left and right of the main cell is averaged.

The threshold value is obtained by estimating the average of the reference cells given by \( Z \), multiplying the value by a constant \( K \) (for scaling) and comparing it to the output of the Node.

![Diagram](image-url)
under Test. A detection is declared if \( Y \geq KZ \). Cell-averaging assumes that the target of interest is in the Node under Test and the reference cells contain zero mean Gaussian noise of variance \( \psi^2 \). The conditional probability of False alarm \( y = V_T \) can be written as

\[
P_{fa}(V_T = y) = e^{-y/2\psi^2}
\]

The unconditional probability of false alarm is

\[
P_{fa} = \int_{0}^{\infty} P_{fa}(V_T = y) f(y) dy
\]

where \( f(y) \) is the pdf of the threshold and given by

\[
f(y) = \frac{y^{M-1}e^{(-y/2\psi^2)}}{(2\psi^2)^M \Gamma(M)}
\]

Integrating the \( P_{fa} \) in the above equation yields

\[
P_{fa} = \frac{1}{(1 + K)^M}
\]

which is independent of the noise power [44].

**Hardware**

The hardware used for this project is the Mica2 sensor developed by CrossBow Technologies and University of California, Berkeley. Our objective was to understand the underlying hardware architecture to access the required parameters for our application. This section will explain in brief the chipset used for the Mica2 sensor and our method to access the relevant parameters. The Mica2 sensor uses a chipset called the CC1000 manufactured by ChipCon Inc. The features of this chipset are

- Frequency selectable transmission from 300 – 100 MHz
- Data transmission rate of 76.8 Kb/sec
Selectable transmission of Power levels

Manchester encoding

CSMA/CD coding scheme for data transmission

Figure 35 shows the CC1000 chipset with the various internal devices. The Logger Flasher processes the data uploaded into the chipset through the 51-pin connector and sends the data to the Analog and Digital data convertor. The tunable radio frequency module transmits the data through the external antenna.

![CC1000 Chipset components](image)

We used NesC to program the chipset to access the RSSI values for measuring the distance between the different sensors. The transmitting Mica2 sensor is coded with the following commands shown in Figure 36 to transmit a message at periodic user-defined intervals.
typedef nx_struct RssiMsg{
    nx_uint16_t rssi;
} RssiMsg;

Figure 36: Message from Transmitting Sensor

The signal transmitted is received by another Mica2 sensor at a calibrated distance from the transmitter. The receiving sensor is coded with NesC code shown in Figure 37. The receiving sensor node transmits the data to the computer through the serial interface where the measured RSSI is converted to dBm units.

event bool RssiMsgIntercept.forward(message_t *msg, void *payload, uint8_t len) {
    RssiMsg *rssiMsg = (RssiMsg*) payload;
    rssiMsg->rssi = getRssi(msg);
    return TRUE;
}

#ifdef __CC2420_H__
uint16_t getRssi(message_t *msg){
    return (uint16_t) call CC2420Packet.getRssi(msg);
}
#else
#endif

Figure 37: Receiving Code for measuring RSSI

Programming Aspects

This section will describe in detail the TinyOS Operating system and how to use NesC for programming the sensors. TinyOS is a free source component based Operating System used for
embedded sensors and wireless sensor networks. TinyOS is designed to be hosted on small scale
devices with limited memory and processing power. TinyOS can be hosted on any device that is
limited by processing and memory capacity such as miniature sensors and other devices. TinyOS
is written in NesC language.

TinyOS Components

A TinyOS application consists of one or more components connected to form an interface. A
component provides and uses interface. The components can only be accessed through the
interface. For the component to execute the interface it should execute all the commands in the
interface. There are two types of components: modules and configurations. Modules are
application code written in NesC language. Configurations join different components together
and also wire the interfaces together. Figure 38 shows the structure of programming using
TinyOS and nesC [45].

Figure 38: TinyOS Structure Implementation
The Mica2 mote sensors have in-built functions in order to successfully control the frequency and transmit power of the mote sensors. In this section we have detailed the programming aspects and the procedure to pre-set the frequency and transmit powers of the mote sensors. In the mote sensor application that is installed using the TinyOS operating system there are different folders and directories under the Cygwin directories that contain different control and executable files that will be used to manage the operations of the Mica2 mote sensors.

Searching for the configuration file that controls the frequency and transmit power of the Mica2 mote sensor we found that the file “MakeXbowLocal.nc” contains the different parameters of frequency and power settings. This file is found under the directory “C:\tinyos\cygwin\opt\tinyos-1.x\contrib\xbow\apps” in any normal user installed system. Figure 39 below shows the frequency range of the sensors. We can thus choose our frequency in a given band of operation of the sensors by automatically reading the needed channel from this configuration file.
Figure 39: Varying the frequency on the Mote sensor

Figure 40 shows the different power levels that can be used for transmission of the signals from the Mica sensors. This is also contained in the MakeXbowlocal configuration file.
Figure 40: Varying the frequency on the mote sensor

There are advantages and disadvantages to varying the frequency and power of the Mica2 mote sensors during the tracking of the target node. The primary advantage is that the nodes will be able to receive the signal even in presence of multipath interference from various materials in the indoor conditions and signal attenuation. The disadvantages are that larger memory is needed to store the collected data from the reference nodes, the latency of the system increases and there are more message transmissions which will use up bandwidth or cause interference with other co-existing wireless systems.

Table 7 shows the various advantages and the disadvantages of varying frequency and transmit power in the sensor system

Table 7: Frequency and power advantage and disadvantage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Advantage</th>
<th>Disadvantage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Increases accuracy</td>
<td>More memory needed on sensors; more message transmission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power</td>
<td>Increases accuracy</td>
<td>Increase latency; lower power sensors might not receive signal due to interference</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In our setup each node cycles through three frequency and at each frequency three power levels are used. At initialization each reference node starts to transmit at a random chosen frequency (to
minimize collision) and then cycles through the set of pre-set frequencies. It then switches to the next power level and cycles through the set of frequencies again. Figure 41 shows this cycling through the frequency and power level done by the reference nodes.

![Diagram of frequency cycling](image)

**Figure 41: Varying frequency and transmit power on the reference nodes**

Since the target node will not know which frequency the reference node is transmitting at any given moment, the easiest method is to assume that the target node estimates its location only after a time interval greater than the maximum time required for reference node to cycle through all the per-set frequencies. Although this will increase the accuracy of the system it also adds to the latency. Latency results have been discussed in the other sections of this chapter.
Compiling and Installing with Mica2 Sensor

The Mica2 sensor is placed on a serial interface board called the M510 in order to upload the code through the computer to the sensor. Figure 42 shows a MIB510 serial interface board with a Mica2 mounted on it. The MIB510 board is connected through a serial port to the computer for uploading the code into the Mica2 sensor. There are two methods to compile and upload the code into the Mica2 sensor. We can either use a Linux based computer or a Windows based system with Cygwin. Cygwin is a Linux emulator type application on a Windows machine. The command issued to compile the code is “make -f Makefile mica2 install.0 mib510,/dev/ttyS3”.

This command compiles the code on the computer and transmits the executable code through the serial port #2 (ttyS3 = port #2) of the computer to the Mica2 sensor.

Figure 42: MIB510 Serial Interface board with Mica2 Sensor

If the compile is successful the messages shown in Figure 43 will scroll through the computer screen indicating that the code was successfully compiled and Mica2 sensor will contain the executable code to make the application work. If there are errors during compile operation or the
computer port is no available there will be appropriate error messages on the screen to indicate this fault.

```plaintext
compiling Blink to a mica binary
ncc -board=micasb -o build/mica/main.exe -Os -target=mica -Wall
-Wshadow -DDEF_TOS_AM_GROUP=0x7d -finline-limit=200 -fnesc-
cfile=build/mica/app.c Blink.nc -lm
avr-objcopy --output-target=srec build/mica/main.exe
build/mica/main.srec
compiled Blink to build/mica/main.srec
installing mica binary
uisp -dprog=dapa --erase
pulse
Atmel AVR ATmega128 is found.
Erasing device ...
pulse
Reinitializing device
Atmel AVR ATmega128 is found.
sleep 1
uisp -dprog=dapa --upload if=build/mica/main.srec
pulse
Atmel AVR ATmega128 is found.
Uploading: flash
sleep 1
uisp -dprog=dapa --verify if=build/mica/main.srec
pulse
Atmel AVR ATmega128 is found.
Verifying: flash
```

Figure 43: Compile messages on Computer indicating successful compile and install

The data from the Mica2 sensor is sent to the computer through the serial board interface MIB510 and is processed in an application called the SerialForwarder that runs in the Cygwin environment of the computer. Figure 44 shows the SerialForwarder Java interface application that collects data from the Mica2 sensor and processes the data.
Connecting Multiple Nodes to form Sensor grid

Once we are able to receive a simple RSSI signal to measure the distance with one pair of transmitter and receiver we can now form a sensor grid. We set up experiments in the Institute for Simulation & Training lab with six sensors to form a sensor grid. We program each of the sensors using the serial MIB510 board and place them at the pre-determined locations. We restricted our sensor web to the two dimensional X-Y plane and also to a 35 x 35 meter in order to be able to accurately take measurements and verify the results through simulation. Although a large area for the sensor web is feasible it would be difficult to accurately place the sensors and map their position to the sensor grid. The data collection is done using a USB interface that connects the central station to the nodes and the computer. The computer’s Graphical User Interface displays the location of the sensor nodes and the tracked target sensor as it moves along in the sensor grid. Figure 45 shows the sensor network grid as displayed on the GUI of the computer with the locations of the reference nodes and also the target node.
Figure 45: Sensor web grid with reference nodes and the target node

It can be seen that the reference nodes are in line-of-sight of the target node although this system is capable of detecting the target even in non line-of-sight conditions. The data collected from the nodes is displayed through this Java based GUI capable of updating and refreshing the position location of the target at 30 Hz.
Example of Target Tracking in Static Sensor Network

Figure 46 shows the tracking of a target node on the static sensor grid by the six reference nodes that form the grid. The target is moving along a straight line in our simulation. The Blue circle dots indicate the target node location as it moves through the sensor grid. The target is being tracked by 3 reference nodes located at (1, 20), (1, 5) and (10, 5). Although the actual movement of the target is along the x-axes from (0, 10) to (25, 10) the simulation accounts for the various errors in the estimation of the location of the target.

Figure 46: Target node tracked in the Sensor grid
As the target moves along the straight line a minimum of reference nodes track the target. But at a certain location on the sensor grid there are only two reference node in range of the target and the reference nodes lose track of the target. This is indicated by the red dots in Figure 47 that shows the reference nodes losing track of the target as it moves through the grid.

Figure 47: Target out of range for detection the static reference node grid

The Table 8 shows the output of the tracking software as it displays the location of the tracked sensor through the sensor grid which enables the user to determine the reference nodes that are tracking the target.
As it can be from the previous experiment with static reference nodes that the target node is not continuously tracked in the sensor grid due to the limitations of the static reference nodes in not being in range of the continuously moving target. Although by incorporating additional sensors in the grid the coverage can be improved this leads to increased costs of adding more sensors and deploying them. A cost-benefit analysis of adding more sensors to a static network compared to introducing using a hybrid network will be provided in later sections of this chapter.

**Target Tracking with Mobile Reference Nodes**

The previous set of simulation was conducted with the reference nodes located in static positions with the target moving through the sensor grid. The next set of simulations will involve the reference sensor nodes with the capability to move and relocate their position based on the direction of the target motion. Figure 48 shows the target sensor node being tracked for a period of time but and then not being tracked due to the lack of the minimum three reference nodes needed for continual tracking. This phenomenon is the same as was seen for the static network.

### Table 8: Output from tracking Sensor software

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time Interval</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data from sensor grid</td>
<td>loc1 = 20.0805 10.4118 D1 in range D2 in range D3 in range</td>
<td>loc1 = 22.0589 8.5390 D1 in range D2 in range D3 in range</td>
<td>loc1 = 22.0799 10.1339 D1 in range D2 in range D3 in range</td>
<td>loc1 = 22.4749 11.4267 D1 in range D3 in range Required Sensors not in range</td>
<td>D1 in range D3 in range Required Sensors not in range</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 48: Target node traversing the sensor grid but unable to be tracked

To continuously track the target through the sensor grid we introduce the hybrid network. In our design one of the reference nodes closet to the target moves in the direction of the last known position of the target node for a specific time, and then localize its position on the sensor grid. This way, once again three reference nodes are available for tracking. In Figure 49 the reference node located at (1,5) moves to the new location at (5,5). We select a reference node that can be made mobile and moved to the right location to continue tracking the target. Since the target node was moving in the X direction the reference node also moves in the X direction.
Figure 49: Mobile reference node used to continuously track the target

If the target node moves out of range again, then another reference node will move and continue to track the target. This is shown in Figure 50

Figure 50: Second mobile sensor node movement to track target
Figure 51 shows how the target node is being tracked in the sensor grid by three mobile reference nodes. Allowing the nodes to move only as needed and moving the appropriate node (i.e. to form 3 reference nodes for localization), the number of sensors needed and the overall cost of the network is reduced as compared to a network of mobile sensors.

Figure 51: Three mobile reference nodes for target tracking

When the reference node moves to a new location it will need to relocalize its position information again within the sensor grid. This introduces latency in the tracking system. The more the number of mobile sensor nodes the larger the latency in the system.
Error Correction using Kalman Filtering

As discussed earlier Kalman filtering technique is used to correct for the localization errors from the target node. The Kalman filter is given by the following relationship defined by [46]

\[
S_k = P_k + R \\
K_k = AP_k S^{-1}_k \\
P_{k+1} = AP_k A^T + Q - AP_k S^{-1}_k P_k A^T \\
x_{k+1} = A\hat{x}_k + K_k (z_{k+1} - A\hat{x}_k)
\]

The process noise is given by \( w_k \) is white and has a co-variance of \( Q \). Also the noise measurement is given by \( v_k \) with a co-variance of \( R \) and is unrelated from the process noise. In the above equation the matrix transpose is indicated by the superscript \( T \), \( S \) is the co-variance of innovation, \( K \) is the gain and \( P \) is the prediction error. A, B and H are matrix constants.

Figure 52 shows the entire predictor-corrector update of the Kalman filter process.

Figure 52: Kalman filter process
The Kalman filter reads in the estimated location of the target node, uses the measured values and then corrects for the errors by predicting the location of the target node in the future. Figure 53 shows the working of the Kalman filter in our target node tracking system. The Kalman filter receives the estimated values from the sensors and the corrected values from the error corrector. These two inputs act as the measured and estimated values for the Kalman filter and as explained earlier the Kalman filter outputs the

![Diagram of Kalman filter operation in target node estimation](Figure 53: Kalman filter operation in target node estimation)

To demonstrate the working of the Kalman filter and its efficient use in our sensor network system we measured the random motion of a target with bursts of acceleration with a standard deviation of 0.5 feet/sec^2. The position was measured with an error of 10 feet. Figure 54 shows the results of the Kalman filter used to locate the position of the target in presence of noise. The
parameters used for this simulation are: Acceleration $0.5 \text{ feet/ sec}^2$, Mean noise 5 feet/sec, measurement error co-variance = $(\text{Mean noise})^2$ [47]

Figure 54: Kalman filter used for target tracking in presence of noise

Figure 55 shows the filtered error for our Kalman filter as a function of distance (m) travelled in meters by the target in the sensor grid. The initial spike in the filtered error is due to the estimated value that is input into the filter which is subsequently corrected by the filter. The filter then uses the predictor corrector algorithm to reduce the error in the measured location of the target. Figure 56 shows the measured error without Kalman filter as a function of the distance travelled by the target. It can be seen that as the target travels a greater distance the location
estimation algorithm determines the location of the target but the errors accumulate over a period of time.

Figure 55: Filtered error from sensor
Figure 56: Measured error on the sensor

**Evaluation of the Sensor System**

In order to determine the accuracy of our hybrid system we examined the characteristics of the hybrid sensor system in terms of transmission powers used by the reference nodes; the frequencies used by the reference nodes; the number of reference node that are used for the estimation location algorithm and the number of operational reference nodes. We also measured the latency of the system in terms of number of samples of data that are collected for the estimation.
Using five reference nodes we studied the effect on the accuracy of the hybrid sensor system as the number of reference nodes was varied. Figure 57 shows the error distance in feet as a function of number of reference nodes used in our experiment for varying power levels of transmission emitted by the reference nodes. The error distance is defined as the error between the actual and measured location of the target. Due to limitations on the number of hardware nodes that were available for the experimentation we restricted our experiments to five reference nodes using three power levels (0 dBm, 5 dBm and 10 dBm) for transmission. It can be clearly seen that as the number of reference nodes are increased the estimated location error decreases for increasing power levels of transmission.

Figure 57: Error distance (in feet) as the number reference nodes are increased
Number of Frequencies

Another parameter that was considered in the tracking algorithm is the number of frequencies. The reference nodes cycle through a set of frequencies in order to improve the accuracy of the system in various environmental conditions. The tracking system will be robust if the number of frequencies is increased to accommodate various in-door conditions. However the latency of the system will increase as the mobile node will need to wait for the reference nodes to cycle through all the frequencies before arriving at location estimation. Figure 58 below shows the estimated errors as a function of number of frequencies of the reference used for 0 dBm power level trasmission. It is noted that as the number of frequencies is increased the error decreased. Although we have considered four frequencies it is possible to increase the number of frequencies used based on available sensors.

![Figure 58: Target error distance as a function of frequency](image)

Figure 58: Target error distance as a function of frequency
Number of Transmit Power Levels

Figure 59 below shows the measurement error in terms of Transmit power from the reference nodes at one frequency. It can be seen that as the transmit powers in increased the measured error decreases. Generally there is a limit on the transmit power due to hardware considerations and also higher transmit powers increase battery consumption thereby reducing the lifetime of the sensors. Thus there has to be a trade off between accuracy and lifetime of the sensors.

![Figure 59: Error distance of target as a function of transmit power](image)

Number of Reference Signatures

Figure 60 below shows the error distance as a function of the number of reference signatures that are stored in the mobile node used for estimation location. When the mobile node stores a large number of reference signatures the measured error reduces as the mobile node will have adequate number of reference data to compare the collected values for position estimation. But the trade-off again in this case is memory availability on the mobile node and the time required for the mobile node to gather and update all the reference signatures periodically.
We studied the effect of varying the number of data samples from the reference nodes on the latency of the system. The latency is defined as the time difference between the target at a certain location to the time taken by the algorithm to estimate its location. Figure 61 below highlights the latency of the system as the number of data samples that are collected by the mobile target node is increased. It can be argued that a large number of samples can improve the accuracy of the system as the mobile target will calculate the average of the samples and therefore reduce errors. But the latency of the system will increase as the target will take greater time to acquire the samples.

Figure 60: Target Error as a function of number of reference signatures

Number of Data Samples

We studied the effect of varying the number of data samples from the reference nodes on the latency of the system. The latency is defined as the time difference between the target at a certain location to the time taken by the algorithm to estimate its location. Figure 61 below highlights the latency of the system as the number of data samples that are collected by the mobile target node is increased. It can be argued that a large number of samples can improve the accuracy of the system as the mobile target will calculate the average of the samples and therefore reduce errors. But the latency of the system will increase as the target will take greater time to acquire the samples.
Cost Analysis for Static Sensor Deployment

The hybrid sensor field consists of static and mobile sensor nodes that work synchronously to detect and track a target in the sensor web. This section will analyze the cost of deploying the individual sensors in the sensor field and determine an optimum cost function for a given area to maximize the coverage. A naïve analysis of a sensor web system would indicate that to maximize coverage deploying a large number of sensors is ideal. But there are many factors to consider before randomly deploying a large number of sensors to cover a given area. Although each sensor node is very inexpensive there are associated costs in deploying them either manually or through air-borne methods. We have identified a set of factors that would influence the cost function of sensor deployment and associated a percentage of influence or weights to each factor. Researchers planning to deploy a sensor web system can vary weights of each factor to determine the optimal cost function for a sensor web. We calculate the cost of deployment as:

Cost of deployment \( Cd = Co(n) + statx \times statn - Ns - Ps \)  \hspace{1cm} (39)
where $Co(n)$ the coverage obtained by using $n$ static sensors; $statx$ the cost of each sensor; $statn$ is the number of sensors; $Ns$ Signal-to-Noise ratio and $Ps$ Probability of detection. Figure 62 shows the cost function for using a total of 9 sensors in our 35 x 35 meter sensor grid area. As the number of sensors is increased the cost function also exponentially increases in the graph. There is a very steep increase in the cost from sensor 7 to 8 as seen in the plot. This could be due to lower probability of detection that we measure since the sensor grid is fully covered and hence there is no appreciable increase the detection capability is gained by adding more sensors.

Figure 62: Cost function for increasing the number of sensors
Cost Analysis for Mobile Sensor Deployment

The cost of the hybrid sensor nodes can also be measured in terms of cost function by analyzing the varying factors that affect the deployment of the sensor nodes. For the 35 x 35 meter area of the sensor grid we arrive at the cost function using the following relation.

\[ C_m(d) = C_m(n) + movn \cdot movx - N_m - P_m \]  

(40)

where \( C_m(n) \) the coverage from \( n \) mobile sensors, \( movn \) cost of moving \( n \) mobile sensors; \( movx \) of each mobile sensor; \( N_m \) the signal-to-noise ratio for the \( n \) mobile sensors, \( P_m \) probability of detection of \( n \) mobile sensors. Figure 63 shows the cost of deployment for mobile sensor nodes for 9 sensors. It can been see that the cost function is a minimum for 5 mobile sensors which implies that if we decide to make to develop a hybrid sensor grid with static and mobile sensors for our area of 35 x 35 meter we can make a maximum of 5 sensor nodes mobile out of 9 in order to maximize coverage and minimize the cost of deployment. This is a very significant hypothesis as it helps researchers determine the cost of adding mobile sensors to a specific sensor grid area to optimize the cost of deployment and coverage.
Keep number of sensors constant in the field

Figure 63: Cost of Deployment for Mobile sensor node
CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSION

A hybrid sensor network consisting of static and mobile sensor nodes was analyzed for effectively tracking a target in real-time with minimum latency. Various techniques to improve the target tracking within the sensor grid were addressed. These include using multiple frequencies, transmit power levels and filtering. It was shown that using larger number of reference nodes increases the accuracy of the system but resulted in increased latency. We also quantified the cost of deploying multiple sensors to cover a specific area of interest. Based on using this analysis other users can perform a cost budget analysis to determine the number of sensors, static and mobile needed to cover a given sensing area. The results presented in this dissertation can be used for multiple civilian and military applications such as tracking firefighters in buildings, setting up a virtual fence to protect vital installations and also track cargo including shipping containers. Future work will include increasing the number of sensor nodes and the sensing area such that large scale systems can be tested before deployment. One of the immediate issues in these simulations is the time taken to process the data through all the nodes. One possible solution will be to use parallel algorithms on High Performance Computing (HPC) systems for processing the data in parallel.
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